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Recently I participated in the NAR’s competition event 

called “Fragile Precision Payload” (http://www.nar.org/?s

=Fragile+payload+altitude). Essentially, this event is just 

like the TARC (Team America Rocketry Challenge - www.

rocketcontest.org). Where TARC is for students, the Fragile 

Precision Payload event is for any NAR member that wants 

to compete.

Like TARC, the object of the Fragile Precision Payload 

event is to launch and recover a raw hen’s egg without 

cracking it. What makes it challenging is the “precision” al-

titude and duration requirements of the event. In the NAR’s 

event, you have to get as close as possible to 300 meters 

in altitude, with an overall duration (from lift-off to landing) 

of 60 seconds. And like TARC, you have to do it twice. 

Break the egg on either light, and you’re disqualiied. 

This is a relatively new event in NAR competition, and 

I guess the hidden objective is to give NAR members some 

experience in designing egg-lofters so that they’ll become 

better mentors to the TARC competitors. 

I thought I’d document my experience in this event, 

so that you’d glean some knowledge of what is involved in 

the design process. This will be very useful information for 

TARC competitors that have to design their own rockets.

Step 1: Research Past Designs

Everyone assumes that they are starting from scratch, 

like the competition event was never low before. But that 
really isn’t true. There are plenty of egg-lofter rockets that 

have been lown before, so you should be able to get plenty 
of ideas for your own rockets.

In my case, I looked through the old issues of Sport 

Rocketry to see the general size and conigurations of the 
models. I also asked around to ind out what size rocket 
engine was generally used. In this case, it was the 29mm 

diameter motors that were the most popular.

Step 2: Inventory your Parts Supply

Before you start designing, rummage through your 

current stash of rocket parts. You want to see what you 

have available, and what you’re going to need to purchase. 

I had in my mind that I was going to make a 2.6” diameter 

The Process of Designing a Rocket for TARC

rocket, so I’d need a nose cone to it that size tube. I had a 
couple of options, and of course, I chose the cheapest and 

the most convenient one in my inventory. If you can make it 

with the cheap one, then go for it!

Step 3: Start Designing The Rocket On Paper

Designing rockets is a cyclical process. You’ll come 

back to it again and again in order to reine the layout and 
the selection of components. Don’t assume that you’ll get it 

right the irst time; you won’t. 

Based on my own history of conversing with other mod-

elers, I get the sense that there is a lot of uneasiness about 

the design process. There are a lot of variables that go into 

the design of a rocket, and I think that is what causes the 

confusion. People just don’t know exactly where to start, 

because they are afraid of making a costly mistake right at 

the beginning of the process. 

And in a sense, they are right. Mistakes are going to 

occur, and they will incur a cost of either money or time 

lost. But I try to look on the bright side; the cost is really an 
investment in knowledge and wisdom. So if you can learn 

something from your mistakes, then the mistake is really 

not that bad. And if that is the case, then make your mis-

Figure 1: This photo gives you an idea of the general 

size of a competitive TARC-style egglofting rocket.

www.ApogeeRockets.com
mailto:ezine@apogeeRockets.com
http://www.nar.org/?s=Fragile+payload+altitude
http://www.nar.org/?s=Fragile+payload+altitude
http://www.rocketcontest.org
http://www.rocketcontest.org
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takes as quickly as you 

can. Get them behind 

you so you can move 

forward to something 

that works sooner.

To reiterate, plan 

on making mistakes. 

In other words, allot 

some time during the 

process so you can 

recover from them. Be-

cause of this, you can’t 

and shouldn’t wait until 

the last minute to start 

the design. I started 

my design about two 

months before the ac-

tual competition, and I 

had two different prac-

tice launches planned 

in order to test my design. The goal was for the rocket that 

I lew in the competition to have some light time on it. It 
wouldn’t be lown for the irst time at the competition.

The irst decision you need to make during the design 
process is the diameter of the tube, and the size of the en-

gine mount. And in the back of your mind, you can remem-

ber what inventory of parts you have on hand.

In my case, I had already decided on a 2.6” diameter 

tube (BT-80 size), and a 29mm diameter engine mount. 

From here, I started the outline of the rocket. You can 

sketch it on a piece of paper if that helps (Figure 2).

From there, you can start adding some of the inter-

nal components of the rocket, like the placement of the 

payload, altimeter, parachute, and the centering rings. My 

designs always start out on a sheet of paper before I start 

putting them into a computer. It helps me to visualize the 

placement of the parts, and how much room to allocate for 

each one inside the body tube. Usually I allocate a lot more 

room in the rocket than the part actually needs. That is OK. 

It is much easier to shorten the rocket later in the process 

than to make it longer.

Step 4: Input The Design Into A Computer

By inputting the design into a computer, I mean that 

you’ll need to use a specialized rocket design program. 

There are several programs available, but the one I choose 

is RockSim (www.apogeerockets.com/RockSim/RockSim_

Information). The software allows you to input the individual 

components, and it will allow you to run light simulations 
that will predict how the rocket will ly.

Initially, I start the design by inputting the nose cone 

and then the body tube of the rocket. Then the ins are 
added so that I can see if the design will be statically stable 

(the CP is behind the CG). Don’t worry at this point about 

the size of the ins. They can be enlarged or reduced in 
size later. In fact, plan on tweaking the size and the shape 

of the ins later. Just get them into the design so that you 
can see where the CP is located on the rocket. The internal 

components aren’t going to change the CP location, so this 

will give you a reference of where to position other items in-

ternally in the rocket. In other words, you’ll want to position 
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Egg-Payload Protectors
• Soft, lexible foam padding provides 

superior protection from cracking
• Conforms to the egg to eliminate 

pressure points

• TARC style for two eggs 
available

• Lightweight & reusable
Made by:

Figure 2: Sketch the layout and 

general position of the parts in 

the rocket. It doesn’t need to be 

fancy.

Apogee Stormchaser Precision Payloader
Length: 45.0000 In. , Diameter: 2.6000 In. , Span diameter: 8.6876 In.
Mass 392.480 g , Selected stage mass 392.480 g
CG: 20.7359 In., CP: 37.1463 In., Margin: 6.31 Overstable
Shown without engines.

(M) (M) P (M)(M)

Figure 3: The basic RockSim design of the Precision 

Payload egglofting rocket.

http://www.apogeerockets.com/RockSim/RockSim_Information
http://www.apogeerockets.com/RockSim/RockSim_Information
http://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Payload_Protection
www.ApogeeRockets.com
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as much as you can ahead of this location in the rocket in 

order to keep the rocket stable. Obviously, the motor mount 

and its centering rings will be aft of the CP location, and 

you can’t do too much about that. But everything else can 

go in front of the CP location (towards the nose cone).

With the outer shape of the rocket input into the soft-

ware, you can next start adding all the internal components. 

The engine mount and its centering rings are what I try 

to add into the design next, so I can see how much room 

I have left for the other components. For a 29mm motor 

mount, I used a tube that was 7 inches long. Why 7 inches 

long? Because that is what I remembered what I had in 

my parts bin that I inventoried earlier. It also happens to 

be the length of the tube used in a motor mount kit that we 

sell here at Apogee Components (https://www.apogeerock-

ets.com/Building_Supplies/Motor_Mount_Kits_Adapters/

Low_Mid-power_Motor_Mount_Kits/Motor_Mount_Kit_26_

BT80).

With the motor mount added, I next started adding the 

payload mass (the egg), and the altimeter mass. 

From the NAR’s rulebook (http://www.nar.org/contest-

lying/us-model-rocket-sporting-code/payload-events/egg-
lofting-altitude/), the speciication for the egg is that it has to 
have a mass between 57 and 63 grams. To be safe, I used 

the heavier 63 grams for the mass.

The weight of an altimeter depends on which one you 

use, and there are several to choose from. I used 10 grams 

for the mass, because that is probably a little heavier than 

the Jolly Logic altimeters that we sell here at Apogee Com-

ponents (https://www.apogeerockets.com/Jolly_Logic).

The next component I entered into the computer design 

was a parachute. “What size?” is the question. This is 

another one of those variables that takes some research. 

From what I found out asking others, the chute might be 

anywhere between 15 and 24 inches in diameter, depend-

ing on the size of the rocket. Since a 2.6” diameter rocket is 

relatively large, I decided for the initial simulations to use a 

24” diameter parachute. Again, this is one of those situa-

tions where it is easier to make the chute smaller later on 

than to make it bigger. So I started with a larger chute than 

I needed in the initial design. 

In reality, these are enough components to run some 

simple simulations to see if you’re in the right neighborhood 

with the design. There are other components in the design, 

like egg protectors, bulkheads, screw eyes, launch lugs, 

and other small components that may need to be added. 

But I want to just conirm that I could get close to the target 
altitude of 300 meters with the shape I had.

My selection of motor for the irst simulation was based 
on cost and convenience. I wanted to pick a motor that was 

relatively inexpensive, and I prefer to use a single-use mo-

tor because it is easier to swap out between lights. I have 
to admit, I’m lazy in that way. 

Again, I went back and did some research as to what 
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Your Source For Everything
 R

ock
etry

• Records peak speed and acceleration 
using 3-axis accelerometer.

• Also tells you how high the rocket 
lew. 

“The one altimeter you’ll use 
in every rocket you fly.”

AltimeterOne - See how high your 
rocket lew

Penny shown for size comparison
www.ApogeeRockets.com

AltimeterTwo - See how fast 
and high your rocket went

• Records peak altitude up to 29,000 feet 
(ASL). Displays in meters too!

• Easy-to-read LCD display. No need to 
count beeps or lashes of light.

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Motor_Mount_Kits_Adapters/Low_Mid-power_Motor_Mount_Kits/Motor_Mount_Kit_26_BT80
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Motor_Mount_Kits_Adapters/Low_Mid-power_Motor_Mount_Kits/Motor_Mount_Kit_26_BT80
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Motor_Mount_Kits_Adapters/Low_Mid-power_Motor_Mount_Kits/Motor_Mount_Kit_26_BT80
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Motor_Mount_Kits_Adapters/Low_Mid-power_Motor_Mount_Kits/Motor_Mount_Kit_26_BT80
http://www.nar.org/contest-flying/us-model-rocket-sporting-code/payload-events/egg-lofting-altitude/
http://www.nar.org/contest-flying/us-model-rocket-sporting-code/payload-events/egg-lofting-altitude/
http://www.nar.org/contest-flying/us-model-rocket-sporting-code/payload-events/egg-lofting-altitude/
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Jolly_Logic
http://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics_Payloads/Electronics/Jolly_Logic_AltimeterTwo
www.ApogeeRockets.com
www.ApogeeRockets.com
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motors other people had used in this event. The most com-

mon motor size was an “F” engine.

Going through the list of available single-use F mo-

tors (https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/

AeroTech_Motors/29mm_Motors_Single_Use), I selected 

the F27 motor from Aerotech. For the delay, I selected the 

longest one available, which is the 8-second variety. The 

longest delay is always my irst choice for running simula-

tions, which is described in Apogee Technical Publication 

#28 (https://www.apogeerockets.com/Advanced_Construc-

tion_Videos/Rocketry_Video_32). So my irst motor choice 
for the simulation was the F27-8. 

When running the situation I always use a constant 8 

mph cross wind. The reason for that is because you almost 

never launch on a windless day. And 8 mph is a slight 

breeze that is typical for a nice launch day.

My personal goal with the irst computer simulation was 
to have a 15% 

margin of error. 

So I would have 

been happy with 

a simulated alti-

tude anywhere 

within 45 meters 

of the target altitude (300m X 0.15 = 45m). Anywhere be-

tween 255m and 345m would have been in the range that I 

was hoping for.

With this in mind, the irst simulation shocked me. It 
came in at 310 meters in altitude. I was really close to the 

target of 300 meters. What this told me was my rocket’s 

overall size and in shape was reasonable for the mission. I 
wouldn’t have to change too much later on. You could chalk 

this up to good luck, or good research at the beginning. 

I lean towards the latter — I had done a lot of homework 

before I started my design.

What Do You Do If You Didn’t Get Within 
15%?

If your design isn’t within 15% of the target altitude, 

and you are below the mark, you will have to do some 

additional homework. My irst suggestion is to look at the 
2D light proile of the rocket. It could be that the rocket is 
weathercocking strongly into the wind, or might even be go-

ing unstable. You have to irst verify that the trajectory looks 
reasonably straight to rule out any big stability problems.

If everything is ok with the look of the trajectory of the 

rocket in the simulation software, then you’ll probably have 

to make some changes to your design. The irst thing would 

Staging Electronics
• Designed to ignite the top 
motor in two-stage rockets.

• Provides an easy way to 
stage composite propel-

lant motors
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• Fires off igniters after a 
preprogrammed amount of 

time following liftoff
• G-switch senses liftoff and 

insures against a false launch-
detection

• Small, lightweight design is great 
for skinny rockets

• Easy-to-use, and will ire off any ig-
niter, including clusters!

www.ApogeeRockets.comBattery, battery connector, mounting 
board and igniter are not incuded.

Figure 4: The irst computer simula-

tion came out at 310.55m!

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/29mm_Motors_Single_Use
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/29mm_Motors_Single_Use
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Advanced_Construction_Videos/Rocketry_Video_32
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Advanced_Construction_Videos/Rocketry_Video_32
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics_Payloads/Staging/PerfectFlite_MiniTimer4_Staging_Timer
www.ApogeeRockets.com
www.ApogeeRockets.com
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be to try to make the rocket lighter weight. A second option 

is to use a larger and more powerful rocket motor. In this 

case, I’d lean towards using a more powerful rocket motor. 

In my design I had hoped to use an F class of rocket motor, 

but there are many different G class motors that would it 
the 29mm engine mount as well. The rules for the Fragile 

Precision Payload competition didn’t specify a particular 

size of motor, so there are a lot of options you could go 

with. 

It is easier if you are over the target altitude, since you 

can add ballast into the rocket to make it heavier. A heavier 

rocket isn’t going to ly nearly as high as a lighter one. Ad-

ditionally, one way to make a rocket heavier is to switch to 

stronger materials, like using plywood for the ins instead 
of balsa wood. You can also add beefy illets to the ins to 
make them harder to break off.

I’d rather the rocket simulated too high than too low. As 

I mentioned, it is easy to reduce the altitude later, even at 

the last second during the design process. Just add more 
ballast. 

Step 5: Finalize the Initial Design

Did you notice that I used the word “initial” when 

describing the rocket design? I anticipated that I would be 

changing the design later on, and I had to make tweaks to it 

later. But what was important was that I made enough deci-

sions that I could go forward with the plan.

To complete the design in the software, I added all the 

other little bits, like mass for the egg protectors, the shock 

cord, and the launch lugs. I wanted to account for all the 

mass that would be in the rocket at launch.

Step 6: Start Building the Rocket

The rocket, while it looks simple on paper, is a bit more 

complex. I decided on through-the-wall ins for the rocket, 
which meant I had to cut slots into the body tube for the in 
tabs. I also decided to tilt the ins at 3° so that they would 
induce a spin at launch. I wanted to use this strategy as an 

extra effort to get a straight up light. I didn’t want the rocket 
to weathercock into the wind, because that makes it more 

dificult to achieve consistency in lights. 

What this meant to my design was that there would 

be some construction challenges for slotting the tube. The 

technique that I recom-

mend for doing this is 

found in my Advanced 

Construction Videos at: 

https://www.apogeerock-

ets.com/Advanced_Con-

struction_Videos/Rock-

etry_Video_3

The payload bay was 

the other challenge. It had 

to hold both the egg and 

the altimeter. I ended up 

putting a bulkhead in the 

Star Lift Mega Lander
Build It - Launch It - Stick The Landing
The Excitement Builds All The Way To Touchdown

• Large Size Rocket Flies on the 
Impressive Mid-Power Motors.

• Articulating Lander Legs Fold 
Up During Launch.

• Laser Cut Plywood Parts
 for a Strong Rocket.
• Pre-Slotted Tube Makes
 Construction Easier.
• Vinyl Decal for Visual Appeal.
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Figure 5: The altimeter 

mount for my egglofter.

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Advanced_Construction_Videos/Rocketry_Video_3
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Advanced_Construction_Videos/Rocketry_Video_3
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Advanced_Construction_Videos/Rocketry_Video_3
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Advanced_Construction_Videos/Rocketry_Video_3
http://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Kits/Skill_Level_5_Kits/Star_Lift_Mega_Lander
www.ApogeeRockets.com
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middle of the upper part of the rocket in order to prevent the 

egg from sliding rearward. And on top of the egg, I laid the 

altimeter. I used a simple bulkhead with an Altimeter Mount 

from Jolly Logic (https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electron-

ics_Payloads/Electronics_Accessories/Altimeter_Mount). 

Finally, to keep the altimeter from butting up against the 

bottom of the nose cone, I put some vertical pieces of ply-

wood on the bulkhead. This forced a little gap between the 

altimeter and the nose cone.

Step 7: Flight Tests

The irst set of light tests was to get some data on the 
rocket’s performance. The big unknown in any rocket de-

sign is the coeficient of drag. While the simulation software 
can get you some preliminary values, you need actual light 
data to conirm the predictions.

I decided to take two different motors with me for the 

irst set of light tests. There was the F27R-8, which I men-

tioned before, and the F50T-9 (https://www.apogeerockets.

com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/29mm_Motors_Sin-

gle_Use/Aerotech_29mm_Motor_F50T-9). I chose the F50 

as a back-up for a couple of other reasons. First, it has high 

lift-off thrust. And secondly, it has more total impulse than 

the F27. The F50 has 76.8 N-s of power, where the F27 

has 49.6 N-s of power. Think of the total power as the size 

of the gas tank in a car. The bigger the tank, the further 

the car can travel. So if the F27 didn’t get the rocket to the 

300m altitude, then there would be a better chance that the 

F50 motor would.

By the way, the Total Impulse of the motors has to be 

looked up on a motor chart. Fortunately, they are listed with 

each motor on Apogee’s web site. So if you look of the mo-

tor, you’ll ind its total impulse too.

The result of the irst light (see Figure 6) using the F27 

was an altitude of 258.8 meters. The F50-9 screamed right 

though the goal, and achieved an altitude of 420.6 meters.

I wasn’t expecting the second altitude to be so high!

But that is what light tests are meant to be about -  
inding the problems.

But this is actually a good thing, as I’ve bracketed the 

goal of 300 meters in altitude. I’ve got data from two differ-

ent motors where one didn’t have enough power, and the 

second had too much. This tells me that an F size motor 

is going to work for the design. The problem is, I still didn’t 

Experienced HPR Builders 
Use Thrust Plates

• Eliminates Shear Forces on Centering Rings
• Mates with AeroPacks Flanged Engine Retainers
• Fits Standard HPR Tubes, Blue Tubes, and Fiberglass Tubes
• Made from Aircraft Grade Aluminum

www.ApogeeRockets.com
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Figure 6: The bright red lame tells us that this is the 
light of the rocket using the F27 motor.

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics_Payloads/Electronics_Accessories/Altimeter_Mount
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics_Payloads/Electronics_Accessories/Altimeter_Mount
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/29mm_Motors_Single_Use/Aerotech_29mm_Motor_F50T-9
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/29mm_Motors_Single_Use/Aerotech_29mm_Motor_F50T-9
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/AeroTech_Motors/29mm_Motors_Single_Use/Aerotech_29mm_Motor_F50T-9
http://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Thrust_Plates
www.ApogeeRockets.com
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know which particular F motor would get me close to the 

altitude goal.

Step 8: Finding the Rocket’s Coeficient of 
Drag

The one variable we need to ind, which we mentioned 
previously, is the rocket’s Coeficient of Drag. Without this 
number nailed down, we’re not going to be able to get our 

computer simulations to match up with the actual light 
results. But with the light data collected from the irst round 
of test lights, we can begin the process of identifying this 
important parameter.

There are a few ways to ind the Coeficient of Drag. 
These methods are described in detail in Peak-of-Flight 

Newsletter #303 (www.ApogeeRockets.com/education/

downloads/Newsletter303.pdf). I was actually using one of 

the Jolly Logic AltimeterThree (https://www.apogeerockets.

com/Electronics_Payloads/Altimeters/Jolly_Logic_Altim-

eter_Three) altimeters during my test lights, so I had a lot 
of data available. But as I said, I’m lazy, so I used the basic 

data of peak altitude to get a ballpark igure for the Cd.

What I did to ind the Cd was to use the standard back-

tracking technique. I simply went into RockSim and manu-

ally entered different Cd values until the simulated altitude 

matched the actual light altitude.

Using this process I inally settled on a Cd of approxi-
mately 0.55 for the design I had used. Remember, this 

design was designed to spin on the way up, so the Cd will 

be higher than a typical rocket that doesn’t spin.

 Step 9: Choosing New Rocket Motors

Within the F engine group, there are actually a lot of 

motor choices I could pick from (more than 50 of them). 

The brute force way to pick a motor that would get me to 

my goal of 300 meters would be to run a launch simulation 

of each one in the RockSim software using a Cd of 0.55. 

But that would take too long, and fortunately there is a way 

to eliminate a lot of the F power motors. That way is to look 

at the total impulse of the motors.

We said earlier that the test light results had bracketed 
the goal of 300 meters. So what I can do is make a chart 

of altitude versus the engine power (measured in Total 

Impulse). Such a chart is shown in Figure 7.

With the results of each motor plotted on the chart, I 

drew a line connecting them. Then I looked for where the 

line crossed the 300m altitude line. From there, I dropped 

down to see the corresponding total impulse of the motor. 

In this case, it came out to be around 56.5 Newton-sec-

onds.

Therefore, what I needed to do was to ind an F motor 
with a power level of around 56.5 Newton-second. 

This is where you have to do some homework and 

search the engine charts either in the simulation software, 

or on the Apogee Components web site. 

Model Rocket Design and Construction
By Timothy S. Van Milligan

The Expanded 3rd Edition

Apogee Components
3355 Fillmore Ridge Heights
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907 

telephone: 719-535-9335
website: www.ApogeeRockets.com

This massive, 328 page guidebook for serious rocket designers contains 
the most up-to-date information on creating unique and exciting models 
that really work. With 566 illustrations and 175 photos, it is the ultimate 
resource if you want to make rockets that will push the edge of the per-
formance envelope. Because of the number of pictures, it is also a great 
gift to give to beginners to start them on their rocketry future.

For more information, and to order this hefty book, visit the Apogee 
web site at: www.ApogeeRockets.com

http://www.ApogeeRockets.com/education/downloads/Newsletter303.pdf
http://www.ApogeeRockets.com/education/downloads/Newsletter303.pdf
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics_Payloads/Altimeters/Jolly_Logic_Altimeter_Three
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics_Payloads/Altimeters/Jolly_Logic_Altimeter_Three
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Electronics_Payloads/Altimeters/Jolly_Logic_Altimeter_Three
http://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Books_Videos/Books/Model_Rocket_Design_And_Construction
www.ApogeeRockets.com
www.ApogeeRockets.com
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Launch controller for mid-power rockets. 

Hooks right up to your car’s battery.
No more dead AA batteries!

Plenty of electricity to set off any  
type of rocket motor igniter.

24 foot cord, allows you to stand far back
for launch safety.

Audible continuity buzzer lets you know the 
circuit is armed and ready for launch.

Flat-jaw alligator clips
(for easy hook-up of igniter.) 

Pratt Hobbies GO BOX 
 Launch Controller

Brought to you by:

www.ApogeeRockets.com/Launch_Accessories/Launch_

Controllers/Go_Box_Launch_Controller

the closest single-use motor would be the Aerotech F42 

motor (see Figure 8 on the next page).

I was going to make that motor my choice for the next 

round of test lights, but at the time, I was out of stock. 
When you can’t get the motor, you have to have a back-up 

plan. So I had to expand my search to include reloadable 

motors. This time, I only looked at was available (in stock). 

From this list, I decided to test both the Cesaroni F29 (55.0 

N-s) and the Cesaroni F59 (57.0 N-s). These were both 

close to the 56.5 N-s that my chart predicted would get me 

closer to the 300m goal.

Step 10: Test Flights To Conirm the Motor 
Choice

The goal of my second round of test lights was to get 
closer with my motor choice. The secondary goal was to 

start looking at the descent rate of the model. The target 

from lift-off to landing had to be as close to 60 seconds a 

possible. 

The inal objective of the test lights, since I was using 
the reloadable motors, is that I had to determine the delay 

time to set with the Delay Adjustment Tool (https://www.

apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Cesaroni_Accessories/

Pro-38_Delay_Adjustment_Tool). Running a quick simula-
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Figure 7: Using the data from the previous launches, 

this simple chart was made. We use it to ind the esti-
mated total impulse we need to reach the goal of 300m.

I started my search by looking at the 29mm diameter 

single-use motors from Aerotech. As mentioned before, I 

like the convenience of a single use motor. From the chart, 

http://www.apogeerockets.com/Launch_Accessories/Launch_Controllers/Go_Box_Launch_Controller
www.ApogeeRockets.com/Launch_Accessories/Launch_Controllers/Go
www.ApogeeRockets.com/Launch_Accessories/Launch_Controllers/Go
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Cesaroni_Accessories/Pro-38_Delay_Adjustment_Tool
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Cesaroni_Accessories/Pro-38_Delay_Adjustment_Tool
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Rocket_Motors/Cesaroni_Accessories/Pro-38_Delay_Adjustment_Tool
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www.ApogeeRockets.com

Quick-Change Motor Adapters
• Allows you to use smaller diameter motors in 

your rocket kits (adds versatility)
• Change out motors in seconds
• Works with all single-use and reloadable
       motors
       • Four sizes available
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tion in RockSim told me that the optimum delay for the 

F59 should be set to 6.77 seconds. Using the D.A.T., the 

available options were either 7 seconds or 5 seconds. The 

obvious choice was to make it a 7 second delay. 

I also ran the simulations for the F29, and the software 

predicted that the delay should be around 5.91 seconds. 

With these numbers, I went out the launch range and 

ired off the rocket with each of the different motors. The 

data came back great.

Both the F29 and the F59 were really close. The F29 

reached 307.8m and the F59 reached 303.6 meters. 

To be honest, I could live with either of these numbers.

The second objective was to see how close to the 

60-second duration the rocket was achieving with the 24-

inch diameter parachute. The duration for the F29 launched 

light was 46 seconds, and the F59 was 72 seconds.

The difference was caused by the altitude where 

deployment occurred. The F29 was set for a delay of 7 

seconds instead of 5 seconds. Therefore, it deployed lower 

Figure 9: Flight data from the light using the F59 motor 
(from the AltimeterThree altimeter). The peak altitude 

was 303.6 meters.

Figure 8: This is a motor chart from the Apogee web 

site. You want to look at the total impulse column to 

ind a motor that matches what your rocket needs.

http://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Motor_Mount_Kits_Adapters/Ready-to-use_Motor_Adapters
www.ApogeeRockets.com
www.ApogeeRockets.com
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Rocket Jewelry

www.ApogeeRockets.com

• The Perfect Launch-Range Accessory
• Subtle, Tasteful, Fashionable & Distinctive
• Makes A Great Gift for Family and Friends
• Display Your Passion for Rocketry

than anticipated (at about 210 meters). Since it was low at 

deployment, it didn’t have as far to fall. 

The light with the F59-7 deployed higher up, at about 
245 meters. Being higher up, it had further to fall, and took 

longer. Additionally, if you look at the graph in Figure 9, you 

might notice that the descent line isn’t straight. The rocket 

looks to have caught a small thermal and the descent rate 

slowed down for a bit. So it was 12 seconds longer in the 

air than anticipated.

Step 11 - Analyzing the Data, Making Modiica-
tions

At this point, you have to go back and analyze the data 

and see if you need to make any corrections.

For my rocket, I ran out of time, and I didn’t have the 

opportunity to make any more test lights. I made the one 
critical mistake of not allowing more time for tweaking the 

design and the motor selection.

One thing that I would have done, had I allotted more 

time, was to go back and dial in the ejection charge and 

reduce the size of the parachute. My RockSim simulations 

showed me that if the rocket would have ejected at apogee, 

the parachute’s size would have to be reduced to around 

21 inches in diameter. I prefer to have the parachute come 

out at apogee, because it puts less stress on the rocket 

body and reduces the chances of zippering the body tube.

Since I had a choice of two motors, F29-5 and the F59-

7, I had to pick one for the contest. I decided on the F59-7. 

It wasn’t because it was closer in altitude than the F29. 

The reason was that the motor has a higher average thrust 

level. The higher the average thrust, the faster the rocket 

travels. The advantage of this is that it is less susceptible 

to weathercocking in the wind. I didn’t know what the winds 

would be like on the contest day, so I would recommend a 

higher thrust motor just in case the winds might be blowing 

stronger than average.

Contest Results

For the actual contest, the rocket design lew well. 
The irst light reached 286.5 meters, and had a duration 

Figure 10: My daughter Allison hooks up her contest 

egglofter that used the identical design as mine.

http://www.apogeerockets.com/Jewelry
www.ApogeeRockets.com
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of 51 seconds. The second did better at 297.5 meters and 

a duration of 65 seconds. That was pretty good if I say so 

myself.

Unfortunately, on the second light, the egg broke. 
Ugh!!! An instant disqualiication…

How did that happen? That is something that I’m still 

trying to igure out. My best guess is that the rocket hit 
a hard patch of ground on touchdown. I wish I had been 

paying more attention to the launch. I should have taken a 

video of the light to analyze later.

In any case, if I were to ly this again, I’d probably make 
a change and add more foam to the payload bay, or switch 

to the 2.6” diameter foam nose cone that we sell for TARC 

participants (https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Sup-

plies/Nose_Cones/Low_Mid_Power_Nose_Cones/66mm_

TARC_Foam_Nose_Cone).

I relearned a couple of lessons on these lights. First, 
have a checklist of preparation items. On one test light I 
forgot what delay to use for the light, which resulted in a 
delay that was too long. Second, video tape the launches 

so you can go back and see what happened. And inally, 
plan further ahead. You have to allot more time for test 

lights to conirm the changes you make will work. I wanted 
to reduce the delay and test a different size chute, but I 

didn’t have the time available.

Conclusions

With this article, I just wanted to document the process 

of how you’d go about designing and testing a TARC style 

rocket. The process isn’t hard. The key is to get started 

early so that you have time to make corrections to the 

design before the contest. It also allows you to get all the 

components and the rocket motors ordered so you have 

time to test ly the designs.

For more on TARC rockets, see Peak-of-Flight News-

letter 249 (www.apogeerockets.com/education/downloads/

newsletter249.pdf). 
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Guillotine Fin Alignment Jig

• Get Perfectly Aligned Fins Every Time
• Holds the Tube In a Horizontal Orientation 

to Prevent Glue Drips
• Self Adjusts to ANY Size Tube From 13mm 

(BT-5) to 66mm (BT-80) 
• Securely Holds The Fin While The Glue Dries
• Kid-Friendly! Helps Them Make Stronger 

Fins, Resulting in Straighter Flights 
• Can Accomodate Fins Up To 1/2” Thick 
• Allows Any Number of Fins on the Tube

www.ApogeeRockets.com

The Most Versatile Alignment Jig Ever Manufactured

Need A Parachute?

Apogee Has The One You’re 
Looking For!

https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Nose_Cones/Low_Mid_Power_Nose_Cones/66mm_TARC_Foam_Nose_Cone
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Nose_Cones/Low_Mid_Power_Nose_Cones/66mm_TARC_Foam_Nose_Cone
https://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Nose_Cones/Low_Mid_Power_Nose_Cones/66mm_TARC_Foam_Nose_Cone
http://www.apogeerockets.com/education/downloads/newsletter249.pdf
http://www.apogeerockets.com/education/downloads/newsletter249.pdf
http://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Tools/Guillotine_Fin_Jig
www.ApogeeRockets.com
www.ApogeeRockets.com
http://www.apogeerockets.com/Building_Supplies/Parachutes_Recovery_Equipment/Parachutes
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By Shrox

Free Shrox Plan: Snackle

Download the RockSim ile (which includes the parts 
list) and the decal ile at: www.apogeerockets.com/

downloads/snackle.zip

www.ApogeeRockets.com/ProLine_Composites

Fiberglass Tubes
Nose Cones
Couplers

Centering Rings
Bulkhead Disks
Fin Stock

Great for High-Power Rockets
Smooth Surface - No Spirals
Super Strong and Tough
Easy to Paint 

Waterproof

Build Rock-Solid Rockets
With Fiberglass Parts 
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http://www.apogeerockets.com/downloads/detlanx.zip
http://www.apogeerockets.com/downloads/detlanx.zip
http://www.ApogeeRockets.com/ProLine_Composites
www.ApogeeRockets.com

